Schooling Course Description

Below is a list of the obstacles that will be set for the schooling rounds. The number correlates with the number listed on the layout.

1. Hoop
2. Rocking bridge
3. Box with tarp and pool
4. Narrow balance beam bridge
5. Short walls
6. Gate
7. Bridge
8. Block
9. Logs
10. Cone
11. Raised 90° with gate
12. Standards with noodles
13. Hoop
14. Standards with cross poles and drag item
15. Teeter totter bridge
16. Wishing Well

Potential obstacle uses and maneuvers: back, walk over/under/through, jump, gate, side pass, lead, carry, move, drag, rope, ground tie and any gait or maneuver. Some of these uses and maneuvers may be combined or include additional props or features.